The greatest wealth is contentment with a
 infinitesimal amount, and the stupidest is the
 who dreams of wealth. He is rich enough who owns nothing.

Debt is the root of poverty.

It is hard to pay the bread that has been
 earned.

A man in debt is caught in a net.

Only that which is honestly got is gain.

(�๑๐๐๓๕๕)
The who loses money loses much; the who

Grasp all—lose all,

Cheap is dear in the long run.

Where treasure is there the heart is.

A bad thing is dear at any price.

A pound.

Who breaks not a penny shall never have

The who breaks the fewest of his wealth.

An unhappy place of any friends.

According to your purse govern your mouth.

A penny saved is a penny got.

Money is a good servant, but a dangerous master.

Equally proud of his wealth.

He who remains of his property would be
A light heart makes a heavy heart.

No possession but use is only real.

Economy—Economy of money and time.

The most important element in success is waste not, want not.

Ask the price when you buy.

A man's purpose will never be large,

From some come happiness.

Lose a friend, lose more; but he who loses
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